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COLOUR & TREND DIRECTIONS AUTUMN WINTER 2021_22 

 

The MODEUROP Colour Club Conference slated to be held during 26-27 March 2020 in Vienna, Austria 

had to be cancelled OWING TO THE VIRUS PROBLEM GLOBALLY.. Instead, the Creative Directors of 

MODEUROP met in Berlin on 27th March 2020 and have selected the colours for the Autumn Winter 21/ 

22 season. 

 

 
(In picture: Mr Martin Wutke and Mrs Uta R Wutke, Creative Director, MODEUROP at the Textil-Mode 

office in Berlin working on the selection of leathers/ colours for the Autumn Winter 21/22 season) 

 

LIFECYCLE DESIGN, DURABILITY, MODULAR FUNCTIONALITY. HISTORIC REFERENCES MEET CLEAR-CUT 

UTILITY LOOKS, GLAM AND GLITTER. SENSITIVE CHIC.  

BE A REALIST AND PLAN A MIRACLE. Oscillating between heritage, alluring charm and subtle classics, 

the sportive vibe gets replaced by a switch to tougher executive looks and clarity, with an insurgent, 

flashy and seductive spin. Historic glamour is very now. In a recent interview with AD Magazine, Luke 

Edward Hal, artist and interior designer famous for playful romantic designs, defined a major trend: 



“People are slowly realising that minimalism is not comfortable and cosy – it is simply boring. Maybe it’s 

because so much is out of balance in the world right now and they just need a little imagination 

again.”  The virtual, futuristic make-up filters by artist Ines Alpha will change viewing habits and 

celebrate a desire for exciting new worlds. Her work includes holographic textures in the form of 

structures growing out of the human skin. “It has to look magic in a way. My virtual masks are for 

everyone, without any boundaries of cultures, age or genders.” This egalitarian attitude is also 

reflected in the avatar of spherical music artist Grimes sporting digital costumes designed by 

Balenciaga.  Collections revolve around historic references with a bow to reductionism. Opulent or 

formal and bookish, the focus is on freshness. Brocade and shiny ornamental elements are recurring 

themes. There are other strong statements in vinyl, lacquer and leather. Soft organic surfaces are 

arriving in various forms.  Recyclable materials and new sustainable fibres are further developed. 

Deceleration, eco-benefits and high-end products with added value elevate fashion to the next level. 

The fashion sector owns up to its inner values and qualities. The global challenges at times of crisis will 

bring radical social changes. Italian folks playing music from their balconies, and Indian families 

beating drums and banging pots to cheer and support healthcare staff in hospitals and medical 

practices are the emotional narratives of the future. The future will be redefined. #sensible #cooldown 

#togetherness #neocrafts  

  

These socio-cultural developments set the tone for three Modeurop colour themes in 

autumn and winter 2021 – 22: NARRATIVE_FORMATIVE_NORMATIVE 
  

NARRATIVE 

 



 The focus is, as the headline suggests, on storytelling, on myths and legends combined with quite 

modern stylistics. Nature is a place of longing. Outdoor style embraces cosiness. Looks offer new 

narratives created by sharply contrasting elements. Denim is big this season, used for baroque stagings 

and oversized working-class hero vibes alike. Grunge gets a new spin. Jumble sale looks randomly 

combining found pieces are everywhere. Cargo pants made of shiny satin are flirting with rustic, 

chunky knitwear. Sober jacket elements and details from utility wear such as bomber jackets & co. 

unite. The theme is also palpable in coats, knitwear ensembles and bags with motifs borrowed from 

landscape painting and fantasy worlds. Occasional hints of metal in the form of decorative chains or 

playful takes on military-style toe caps.   

 In terms of colours, there is a clash of different world views. On the one hand cool, shaded nuances 

symbolising a frosty ride through enchanted forests are prominent. Blue Haze is a fresh take on misty 

winter skies. Frosted Moss and Forest make a deep and natural impression. Fango is earthy and 

grounded. Strong contrasts with warm red and orange shades ranging from Cranberry to Chanterelle 

create a cosy, homely atmosphere. A toned yellow Winter Sun adds invigorating, vibrant contrasts. 

Dark Scarlet introduces dramatic effects. Both worlds are welded together by dark Antique Gold. The 

stage is set to have the curtain rise on new myths and legends!    

 Materials support the storytelling baseline and follow the narrative arc. Shearling presents itself in its 

cosiest form, smartened up by quilting, lacquered reverse sides and lacings. Fur – also in high-piled 

versions – is not only used in bags, but also in pumps and ballerina shoes. Denim structures have 

conquered the realms of leather via embossings. Metallics come in multicolour with an oil film attitude, 

or in darker, more aged varieties. Polished leather is on an equal footing with pull-off effects. 

Decorative elements and appliqués are peppered with historic references, showcasing logo metal 

emblems in Louis XVI-style, metal bag handles shaped like animals or ornate crystals to emphasise the 

theme’s soft side. Studded metal toe caps and massive metal chains represent a more martial take on 

this theme.   

 

FORMATIVE  
 

 
The formative impression is here: a theme of superlatives and extremes. An impressive stylistic idiom, 

new geometries and supersized proportions present coat collars in mega formats, maximally big 

shopper bags and “Puss-in-Boots” style long-shafted boots extending well below the mid-upper thigh. 

Grown-up streetwear hooks up with ready-to-wear clothing, yet intense colours keep setting the tone. 

Generally, colour composition remains the stylistic design tool no. 1, along with liberally rescaled 



proportions. Rethinking, abstracting and redefining utility aspects is key. School uniform details such as 

neckties in women’s wear are definitely another strong point.   

 In terms of colours, this theme has various components forming symbiotic relationships, which open up 

new paths and rewrite traditional colour palettes. A solid foundation is provided by three “non-colours” 

White, Black and Concrete Grey. The utility shades Cardamom and Bay Leaf complement the picture 

harmoniously. Clove mixes in low-key style. Magenta Pink makes a splash. Bell Pepper red signals 

strength and confidence. Dark yet radiating Mazarin Blue adds sharpness and focus. Depending on the 

combination, exciting contrasts or new harmonies create truly formative impressions. Innovative, 

experimental colour compositions is the message.   

 Surfaces in motion is this season’s other maxim. Oversized braided elements and mega-wide, mega-

long fringes are everywhere. Bonded materials occasionally reach 4D-format and come in matt, 

lacquered or braided optics. Their antipode is leather as soft as butter, playing off its strength in 

gathered or crinkled versions. Where geometrical forms come in, surfaces are steadfast. The same 

goes for punched or embossed materials, including second-life plastics. Sneaker soles remain 

prominent and chunky, particularly in men’s fashion – with ever-new and exciting connections 

between upper materials and sole. Matt-shiny contrasts are on an equal footing with compositions 

linking rubber to leather to nylon. Partial colour applications or devoré-style transitions between smooth 

and embossed surfaces are innovative driving forces. Massive metal chain elements are eye-catching 

highlights.   

  

NORMATIVE  

  

 
Normative trends are pointing to the rise of new realities mixing a blast from the past with a dash of 

futuristic appearances. The full range of classics is key, including duffle coats, quotes from school 

uniforms and waisted women’s suits – not forgetting the mini skirt! Capes in various lengths and 

voluminous layers come with a lot of lustre to add glamour and dramatic effect. Also wallpaper 

patterns and inspirations from fine tapestry are on-trend. Volumes show great varieties from slim to 



flared, from waisted forms to A-form silhouettes. Hem lengths mirror the overall picture. Mini, knee-

length, midi, and maxi – anything goes. Voluminous puffy sleeves and oversized collars are exciting 

novelties amid a plethora of quotes from past epochs, allowing silhouettes a modern, contemporary 

touch.   

Future meets heritage – think retromania through rose-coloured glasses mingling with futuristic 

elements. Colours are reflecting the retro side of things. Matt brown nuances from cool beige tones to 

robust Earthy Brown and very dark Moor Brown are dominant. Modern elements are introduced by 

bright Topaz Turquoise teaming up with Green Curry. Shades of toned Purple add highlights. A 

sanguine Burgundy contributes wintery pathos. Delicate Rose Quartz Pink softly radiates femininity. 

Steel Grey ensures neutrality and cool, very modern colour compositions. Welcome to the new retro-

reality with trailblazing potential!   

 The wide range of materials is like a foray into the archives of historical epochs. There is liberal use of 

brocade fabrics, tapestries with hints of flocked structures, glamorous satin and velvety surfaces. 

Paisley embossings and abstract flower motifs arrive in fresh matt-to-shiny effects. Innovative quilting in 

contrasting colours and shimmering 3D-effects through embossing or partial foil coatings with vintage 

appeal are the buzz. Fancy reptile and lizard patterns are scoring through a panoply of fresh colours. 

Croc leather remains important, smartened up in part by a glossy metallisation of the plated carapace 

structures. Patent leather and shiny brushings brimming with nostalgia are still a thing. Combinations of 

materials such as the classic felt to leather and leather to canvas mix – with canvas given a glossy 

coating – play key supporting roles.   

 

COLOUR SELECTION 
 

 
1. GERMANY (excluding technical materials) had presented 65 leathers plus 20 recycled leather 

materials: 85 total 

2. ITALY had presented 73 leathers  

3. PAKISTAN had presented 98 leathers 

4. Technical materials totalled to 100 

5. INDIA had presented 499 leathers/ colours 



The Splendour of Colour: “An Indian Kaleidoscope” 

Autumn Winter 21/22 season 
499 leather/ colour proposals have been developed by 14 Tanneries  

Synergy Partners 

CSIR-CLRI | CLE |ISF | IFLMEA 

Co-Sponsors 

Colourtex | Chenitan | Colourfast | Smit & Zoon | Stahl India Ltd 

Partners in Progress 

ALINA Leathers | ATH Leder Fabrik | Chennai Leather Fashions | DRISH Shoes Limited | Forward 

Leather Company | Genuine Leathers | Good Leather Company | KH EXPORTS | Naser Tanning 

| PA Footwear | Pakkar Leathers | RATHNAM Leathers | Shoeberry | Tata International Limited 
 

Team CSIR-CLRI @ work 

 

 

  
 
  



Here are the results of the ‘WINNING COLOURS’ 

 
 

 

 
  



 
 

 
 

CSIR-CLRI is pole vaulting in the field of trends forecasting for leather and leather products! 


